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Part of EUFOR LOT since 2004

20 Swiss citizens are serving in the mission EUFOR LOT.
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Part of EUFOR MTT since 2011

At the most, six Swiss nationals in support of EUFOR MTT.
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Bosnia-Herzegovina

The country is about five quarters the size of Switzerland.

Bosnia-Herzegovina was a republic of former Yugoslavia and borders with 

Croatia, Serbia and Montenegro. It is a typical Balkan country - very hilly or 

mountainous and hardly accessible, in the very south there are 20km of 

coastline on the Adriatic Sea. Mountain ridges mark the border in the west and 

south, while in the east the border is formed by the river Drina and in the north 

by the river Sava.

During the 6th and the 7th century, the Slavic people advanced from the east 

into Europe and settled on the Balkan Peninsula. During the 10th, 11th and 12th 

centuries Bosnia-Herzegovina was reined by different foreign powers. It was 

part of the Serb, Croat, Bulgarian, Hungarian and Byzantine Empire. The 

Bosnians fought successfully for their independence around 1180 and were able 

to maintain it for the following 260 years. In the middle of the 14th century, the 

Bosnian empire annexed Herzegovina and reached its greatest size, which 

corresponded roughly with today’s Bosnia-Herzegovina. Between 1463 and 

1465, it was conquered by the Osmans, who fought their way from the east by 

the Balkans to western Europe. The region, until then Christian, came under 

Islamic influence during the 400 years of Osman rule. Parts of the Christian 

population converted to Islam, Moslem parts of the population settled in Bosnia-

Herzegovina and Islamic buildings were constructed.

In 1878, Bosnia-Herzegovina was occupied by Austria-Hungary and annexed in 

1908. After the end of World War I, it became part of the newly founded kingdom 

of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (renamed as Kingdom of Yugoslavia in 1929). 

During World War II, an extremely brutal civil war raged in Yugoslavia, from 

which the communist Josip Broz Tito emerged as victor with his partisans. He 

proclaimed the People’s Republic of Yugoslavia and governed this multiracial 
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state until his death in 1980. The fall of communism and Tito’s death caused 

ethnic tensions to erupt again.
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Ethnic Distribution

1991 2005

According to the 1991 census, 44% of the people living in Bosnia-

Herzegovina were Bosnians (Muslims), 31% were Serbs (Serb Orthodox 

Christians) and 17% Croats (Roman Catholic Christians). The remaining 8% 

were composed of 17 minorities. Such ethnic fragmentation often led to a 

comparison with the leopard’s skin.

In Bosnia-Herzegovina there are three languages; Bosnian, Serbian and 

Croatian. The Serbs use both the Cyrillic and Latin alphabet, Croats and 

Bosnians exclusively use the Latin alphabet.

After the war between Serbia and Croatia in 1991-92, the ethnic bomb went 

off in Bosnia-Herzegovina. An extremely brutal war followed, which lasted 

almost four years, between Serbian, Croatian and Bosnian units with 250,000 

dead and two million displaced persons. Although the war changed the ethnic 

composition to some extent (49.4% Bosnians, 36.5% service, 13.5% Croats 

and 0.6% minorities), the radical change was the creation of ethnic, 

homogenous regions (more on page 10).
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Basic Requirements for Deployment

Agreement between conflict partiesAgreement between conflict parties FinancesFinances MandateMandate TroopsTroops

DeploymentDeployment

ConflictConflict UN ResolutionUN Resolution

UN peace-keeping/support operations only materialise if the four following 

conditions are met:

• agreement of the security council

• agreement of the conflicting parties

• agreement of the troop-contributing states (the UN has no forces of its own 

and is, therefore, unable to command any troops)

• financial agreement

The means of the UN are blue helmets and blue berets (observers). Blue 

helmets are lightly armed for self-defence only and are deployed up to 

battalion strength, blue berets are unarmed and operate in small teams. Both 

blue helmets and blue berets must be strictly impartial.

The UN is also free to hand over peace-keeping to a regional organisation 

such as NATO or the EU which then assumes military command of the 
mission.
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Procedure of a UN-Mandated Armed Mission

Permanent CH-mission to UN reports to FDFA/DDPS Permanent CH-mission to UN reports to FDFA/DDPS 

Provisional decision by Federal Council for an 

engagement

Provisional decision by Federal Council for an 

engagement

Planning, recruiting and training by SWISSINTPlanning, recruiting and training by SWISSINT

Report by FDFA and DDPS or DFC Report by FDFA and DDPS or DFC 

Federal Council: < 100 MAF < 21 days

Parliament: > 100 MAF > 21 days

Federal Council: < 100 MAF < 21 days

Parliament: > 100 MAF > 21 days

The UN cannot order any of its member states to contribute troops to a UN mission. 
It can only make a request.
In Switzerland, the Armed Forces are subordinate to the federal government. For this 
reason, the FDFA decides which UN missions Switzerland participates in, and tasks 
the DDPS with their implementation. An armed deployment of more than 100 (all 
ranks) and/or for more than three weeks has to be approved by the Federal 
Assembly. Mainly volunteers are recruited from the pool of Armed Forces members. 
Swiss soldiers do not under any circumstances engage in combat to enforce peace.
FC Federal Council
FDFA Federal Department of Foreign Affairs 
DDPS Department for Defence, Civil Protection and

Sports (Ministry of Defence)
DFC Decision by the Federal Council
MAF Members of the Armed Forces
SWISSINT         Swiss Armed Forces INTernational Command
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Legal Basis in Switzerland

Mission of the Armed Forces, Art. 1, paragraph 4:

Contributing to international peace support. 

Mission of the Armed Forces, Art. 1, paragraph 4:

Contributing to international peace support. 

Decree on

• peace-keeping operations 

personnel, supporting human rights 

and humanitarian aid of

25 August 2009

• peace support service of

26 February 1997

Decree on

• peace-keeping operations 

personnel, supporting human rights 

and humanitarian aid of

25 August 2009

• peace support service of

26 February 1997

Mandate-related decisions of the Swiss Federal 

Council /  Parliament

Mandate-related decisions of the Swiss Federal 

Council /  Parliament

Military service regulations (DRA)

‘annex on peace support service’

Military service regulations (DRA)

‘annex on peace support service’

Tactics Field Manual (TF) 17 

Chapter 10 peace support operations

Tactics Field Manual (TF) 17 

Chapter 10 peace support operations

Swiss Military Code  Article 1, para. 4 and Article 66:Swiss Military Code  Article 1, para. 4 and Article 66:

With the extension of the peace-support operations the Federal Council is 

acting within its legal constraints. These are the Military Code and two 

decrees. Furthermore, there is the annex to the military service regulations 

(DRA), which refers to peace-support service as well as chapter 10 of the 

Tactics Field Manual (TF) 17. These alone are, however, not sufficient.

For individuals to participate in a peace mission the head of the Department 

of Defence, Civil Protection and Sport (DDPS) decides in cooperation with the 

Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA); for contingents the complete Federal 

Council is responsible - also in cooperation with the DFA. Mission, 

organisation to be supported, extent of the support as well as the time frame 

are clearly regulated by a respective decree.

The Federal Council first consults the foreign political and the security political 

commissions of both councils (National Council and Council of 

States/Cantons) before an armed deployment is to take place. If more than 

100 members of the armed forces should be deployed or if deployment lasts 

more than three weeks, the Swiss Federal Assembly has to give its consent to 

the deployment. 
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Compatible with our Neutrality

1. UN mandate;

2. Agreement of the conflict parties;

3. Legal basis in Swiss military law: 

- Art. 1, para. 3;

- Revised Article 66 (66a / 66b).

Participation in the EUFOR ALTHEA mission to Bosnia-Herzegovina is 

compatible with armed neutrality. The corresponding UN mandate (Resolution 

1575) is based on the agreement of the conflicting parties and the willingness 

of member states to deploy troops.

Art. 1, par. 3 of the Swiss Military Act expressively mentions Swiss 

participation in international peace-support. Art. 66 says that this is only 

possible on the basis of a UN or OSCE mandate and is voluntary.

Participation in combat operations for peace enforcement remains excluded.
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The Dayton Agreement

NATO got engaged in Bosnia-Herzegovina already in 1992. On the one hand 

it supervised the weapons’ embargo imposed by the UN on the whole of 

Former Yugoslavia and on the other hand commercial sanctions against 

Serbia-Montenegro and later a flight ban on Bosnia-Herzegovina. Yet, NATO 

didn’t limit itself to supervision but also took the necessary steps to enforce all 

of these measures.

But the war continued and the European nations couldn’t agree on the 

policies concerning Former Yugoslavia. Only upon American pressure did 

NATO bomb positions of the Bosnian Serbs in August / September 1995 and 

force them to the negotiation table in Dayton (USA) after almost four years of 

war: On 14 December 1995, the Dayton Peace-Agreement was signed in 

Paris (France). Bosnia-Herzegovina was divided into two almost identically 

sized areas: the Bosnian-Croatian Federation and the Serb Republic. The 

great winners were the Serbs who with 31% of the population received 49% of 

the country of Bosnia-Herzegovina.

The Dayton Agreement made it possible to station an international peace-

keeping force. Resolution 1031 of the UN Security Council formed the legal 

basis for IFOR (Implementation Force), whose task was to create a secure 

environment in Bosnia-Herzegovina with a force of 60,000. NATO was given 
command and control by UN mandate.
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NATO Missions IFOR and SFOR

Bosnia-Herzegovina was militarily divided into the three sectors: the Multi-

National Divisions (MND) Southwest, North and Southeast. Great Britain, the 

USA and France were in command of these three sectors. About 36 nations 

were involved in the  IFOR peace mission.

IFOR had achieved its main goals with the successfully held elections in 

Bosnia-Herzegovina in September 1996. Yet, since the situation continued to 

be instable and much civilian reconstruction work remained to be done, NATO 

agreed to take over the command of a new peace-mission, the SFOR 

(Stabilisation Force). The UN Security Council established the legal basis for 

SFOR with Resolution 1088. That way, IFOR as well as SFOR had a mandate 

from the international community to ensure peace. With its presence SFOR 

contributed considerably since 1996 to the stabilisation of Bosnia-

Herzegovina and enabled the many GOs and NGOs on location to work in a 

safe environment. Thanks to the improvement of the security situation, 

manpower could be reduced step by step from 60,000 in the beginning to 

7,000 in December 2004. Towards the end of SFOR, the MND was renamed 

Multi National Taskforce (MNTF).

Switzerland participated neither in IFOR nor in SFOR, but deployed a 

contingent of 55 unarmed Swiss soldiers to provide logistic support for the 
Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) to Bosnia-
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Herzegovina.  What was called the Swiss Headquarters Support Unit 

(SHQSU) became known under the designation yellow berets and was 
operational from the beginning of July 1996 until the end of December 2000.
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1. Contributing to the EU's comprehensive support work in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina.

2. Contributing to a safe environment with its military presence, to 

prevent a resurgence of violence and enable the EU and the 

international community to carry out their tasks.

3. Supporting and training the armed forces of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

with the aim of reaching international standards.

Tasks of the EUFOR ALTHEA Mission 

After NATO‘s decision to terminate the SFOR peace mission in Bosnia-

Herzegovina per 31 December 2004, the EU declared its willingness to 

ensure stability and security with its European Union Force (EUFOR). The 

EUFOR Mission, designated as ALTHEA, assumed command and control 

from NATO on 2 December  2004 over the three military theatres of operation 

(multinational task forces MNTF) of SFOR.

Explanations on points 2

The soldiers of the EUFOR mission ALTHEA regularly show their presence 

through patrols and collect information on the current situation in Bosnia-
Herzegovina.
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EUFOR LOT Locations
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EUFOR ALHEA comprises about 1100 soldiers from 20 European states. Its 

headquarters are located at Camp Butmir in Sarajevo. The majority of soldiers 

are grouped in national liaison and observation teams and stationed 

throughout the whole of Bosnia-Herzegovina at well known or potential hot 

spots.

They form EUFOR’s early warning system and work in close collaboration 

with local inhabitants and authorities including international organisations 

working in the same region. LOT members always work completely 

transparently and it is always evident that they are members of EUFOR. They 

conduct talks with various public authorities and private persons in order to 

obtain information on the situation. They summarise new findings in reports 
and send these to headquarters where the various LOT reports are analysed.
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Swiss Participation EUFOR LOT

LOT members are often on the road and talk to people.

On 16 December 2004 Swiss parliament retroactively endorsed the decision 

of the Federal Council to authorise the Department of Defence (DDPS) to 

deploy members of the armed forces with arms for self-defence to the 

multinational European Union Force (EUFOR) in support of the ALTHEA 

mission to Bosnia-Herzegovina. The operation also includes a maximum of 

four staff officers and two liaison and observation teams consisting of eight 

military persons each. The foundation for this decision according to 

international law is UN Resolution 1575. 

Since December 2004, eight Swiss military persons form a LOT and  work for 

ALTHEA with two other staff officers. At the beginning of May 2005, 

Switzerland increased its involvement in ALTHEA temporarily by a second 

LOT and two more staff officers. 

The Swiss LOT houses with eight Swiss nationals each are located in Mostar 

and Trebinje. Three staff officers and an NCO are working at the EUFOR 

headquarters and at the LOT Coordination Centre (LCC) at Camp Butmir in 

Sarajevo. There, an NCO is in charge of the logistic support of the Swiss 
engagement (LOT and MTT).
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Eligibility

Requirements

• Swiss citizenship

• Completed vocational training

• Relevant civilian or military training

• Completed basic training (exceptions made for 

certain specialists)

• Enlisted in the armed forces or completed 

military service

• Language skills according to function (English in 

particular)

• Category B driving licence

• 18-65 years old

From application to deployment

2 days

2 to 3 months

6 months

Recruitment

Training in 

Switzerland

Engagement 

abroad

Extension of 6 months possible

The SWISSINT Centre of Competence recruits personnel for peace support missions 
by regularly posting job advertisements on various channels (including social media), 
and through its personnel marketing team at trade fairs, exhibitions and recruit 
schools. In addition, the Centre frequently draws on its existing pool of volunteer 
peacekeepers who are already on deployment.

SWISSINT regularly accepts applications. Its personnel office checks the information 
submitted for completeness and determines whether the applicant fulfils the basic 
requirements for a peace support mission, and what functions they might take on. 
Approximately once a month, a ‘first recruitment day’ (1 day) takes place at the 
Sumiswald (German-speaking), Mels (German-speaking) and Payerne (French-
speaking) recruitment centres. This first recruitment day includes an online English 
test, a medical examination, and a theoretical test to assess the applicant’s driving 
skills (SAROAD). Candidates applying for leadership positions also take part in a 
personal interview.

In a next step, SWISSINT invites eligible candidates to Stans-Oberdorf (1/2 day) to 
complete an English test with a language specialist (oral/written) and to participate 
in an interview to discuss their military career/function as well as a personal 
interview on salary ranges and career prospects. The second interview focuses on 
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finding possible functions for the candidate to take on, as well as on salary, 
availability and insurance matters, among other things.

Women with Swiss citizenship who have not undergone basic military training 
receive military training and equipment appropriate to their function. 
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Training Concept

Mission specific training:

▪ Mine Awareness Training

▪ First aid

▪ Off-road driving training

▪ Staff training 

▪ Cultural Awareness

▪ Teambuilding

▪ Rules of Engagement

▪ Map reading

▪ Shooting training

▪ ABC training

Technical service weeks:

• According to SWISSCOY members’ future functions

• Around 80 training courses carried out with civilian and military 

partners

• Courses in communication, finance, high-voltage electricity, 

interacting with local staff, emergency operations, IT, driving 

armoured lorries, etc. 
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Depending on prior training or operational experience, training takes three to 

seven weeks.

The most important aspects of training are:

• Team building 

• Gaining information by specific discourses

• Writing of brief, concise reports on newly gained information

• Cooperating with translators 

• Various exercises

Further parts of the training:

• Use of weapon in self-defence (pistol and assault rifle)

• Dealing with the media

• First aid

• Information about the area of deployment

Staff officers and house commanders are obliged to attend a one-week key 

leader training course on location (Sarajevo and LOT-houses) in order to get to 

know the organisation of the EUFOR ALTHEA mission.
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EUFOR has a further mandate relating to ‘knowledge and capability 

building‘ (also known as ‘capacity building‘).

For this purpose various MTTs (mobile training teams) are deployed 

throughout the entire country in support of the armed forces in Bosnia 

Herzegovina (Armed Forces of Bosnia and Herzegovina AFBIH).

Tasks of the EUFOR MTT Mission
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• The Swiss Armed Forces participate in MTT “Ammunition and 

Weapons Storage Management” which is concerned with issues 

relating to weapons and ammunition.

• Austria and Sweden are also involved.

• Switzerland is ‘lead nation’. 

• Switzerland’s contribution is based on the Federal council’s decision 

of 16 February 2011.

• The mission is unarmed.

• Limited to a maximum of six persons deployed at the same time.

Swiss Participation in MTT
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• External camp security (training guard personnel);

• Internal camp safety (training for hazardous goods transports, the 

handling of fire extinguishers and munitions);

• Development of a specialised training cell ammunition and weapon 

logistics;

• Support for technical and chemical munitions analysis;

• Establishing a complete loop of life cycle management for 

ammunition;

• Collection, marking and registration of all small and light weapons.

MTT Activities

An additional task is: Personnel management (including establishing and 

managing databases).
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By means of sustainable development of expertise and capability in 

weapons and ammunition management enable the AFBIH

• to completely and transparently reduce existing surplus stocks;

• to comply with international regulations;

• to guarantee internal and external camp safety at all times and 

managing inventories correctly;

• to prevent any misuse of munitions and weapons (e.g. illicit 

trafficking).  

Aim of MTT
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Personnel and Finances

No more than two liaison and observation teams are deployed, each consisting of eight members: 

four staff officers and at the most six MTT experts.

• Budget LOT for 2023         CHF 4.306 million

• Budget MTT for 2023 CHF 1.123 million
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Benefits of Deploying

Expand professional experience;

Apply educational and professional knowledge;

Work in an international environment;

Learn new skills, develop social skills and make new friends;

Learn to put aside your own needs;

Get to know other cultures;

Employment reference and a fair salary.
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Swiss soldiers are well-respected by members other armed forces because:

• They have a lot of civilian knowledge and expertise besides military know-how;

• Thanks to their expertise, they contribute to missions with niche products;

• They are multilingual;

• They think and act using a solution-oriented approach.

International Cooperation
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Local populations, authorities and organisations appreciate Swiss soldiers because:

• Switzerland is a neutral country;

• Switzerland has no colonial past;

• Swiss soldiers are therefore ideally suited for supporting peace.

Perception on Site
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Members of the Swiss Armed Forces are able to apply the experience they gain on peace support 

missions when they return to Switzerland:

• Six months of real mission deployment abroad;

• Practical operational command with strict security conditions;

• Operational cooperation with other armed forces;

• Communication across great distances;

• Logistic supply across international borders.

Benefits for the Armed Forces
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